
Minutes for Parish Council Meeting 
Monday 20th May 

Those Present: 

Chairman Mark Halls, Vice Chairman Stephen Graves, Vicky Boyden, Jill Mary, Rob 
Rains, Eileen Duck. 

Apologies: 

Kevin Moore 

Public Session: 

Big Lunch to go ahead using the School Hall. Eileen Duck First aider Present. 
Beware Children notifications along the First section of Water Lane. 3 Collection 
boxes to raise funding for the reair of the Church Clock. Insurance the event was 
covered by the Neighbourhood Watch Scheme. 

Parish Council Meeting Commenced at 8pm 

Mark Halls Elected Chair 

Stephen Graves Elected Vice Chair 

1) 

From the last minutes split the minutes by a line in the minute book as these were 
separate meeings. 

2) 

A copy of the Standing Orders to be obtained and handed round to all the councillors 
and any recommendations that were made to be handed to the Clerk so they could 
be assessed. 

3) 

Councillor Packs would also need updating and rectifying. 

4) 

Clerk to check the record of assets to make sure that all is covered by the current 
insurance policy and that it includes all new equipment. 

5) 

Meeting to be arranged to then discuss the assessment of the Standing Orders and 
policies and procedures. 

6) 



James Briggs asked for a volunteer from the PC to open the Big Lunch proceedings 
and point people in the right Direction as they arrived at the event. 

7) 

Stephen Graves has booked the Village Hall for July 6th from 14:00-19:00 for the 
exhibition regarding the village development at Eastview Close Bidwells are to notify 
everyone in immediate vicinity then Stephen Graves will put the information onto the 
Village Website as will James Briggs in the Radwinter Times. 

8) 

Pot hole to be brought to the attention of the Highway Rangers just after the turning 
to Ashdon at the Plough Crossroads. 

9) 

Regarding the request from the Church to the PC for a Petrol Strimmer, the Church 
had provided the Clerk with the details for purchasing the Strimmer however Jill Mary 
said that she would happily lend a petrol Strimmer to preserve the Churchyard which 
would also be kept there with the Churches Lawn Mowers. 

10) 

PC would like their appreciation recorded to Jill Mary for this. 

11) 

Provisional Date for a Finance meeting to be arranged and a need for it to be 
checked with Any Cohen. 

12) 

Grant details were passed around and would be passed onto the relative committees 
for their perusal then any ideas should be passed to the Clerk. 

13) 

LCR renewal notice to be paid. 

14) 

Volunteer Centre request for membership passed round and voted on. Vote decided 
that we would not become a membership this time. 

Next meeting Monday 8th July 
Agenda items - Dates for the rest of the financial year 

Also ideas/conclusion for Telephone box and find out what restrictions are placed by 
BT. 


